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Following earlier field-scale pilot work on nuclear site materials in the late 2000s, there has recently been

renewed research and industry interest in the application of electrokinetic technologies for nuclear site

management and remediation in the UK. One relatively novel application of electrokinetics is the use of

sacrificial steel electrodes (coupled with an in situ generated pH–Eh gradient in the treated material) to

precipitate sub-surface iron-rich barriers for groundwater and/or leachate containment, which could be used

to grout or contain contaminated fluids in the sub-surface on working nuclear sites or sites undergoing

decommissioning. Here, we report previously unpublished data from two work programmes exploring the

higher Technology Readiness Level (TRL) application of this electrokinetic iron-barrier approach to materials

typical of those found in the subsurface of the Sellafield nuclear licensed site, UK. The first programme, funded

by the UK National Nuclear Laboratory (NNL), assessed the electrokinetic generation of iron-rich barriers at

metre + scale in simulated Sellafield materials, while the second programme, funded under the current UK

TRANSCEND consortium project, examined electrokinetic iron-barrier formation at smaller (<1 m) scale, but in

real site materials. Both programmes indicate that iron-rich barriers can be conveniently and electrokinetically

grown in different geometries over reasonable timescales (months) in realistic site subsurface materials (sands),

in electrolytes similar to natural waters found in the environment. Voltage requirements are low (<1 V cm−1)

with energy and consumables costs of no more than single-digit or tens of US dollars at the metre-plus scale.

Further work is needed however to assess the longevity of the iron precipitates forming the subsurface barrier,

and to explore barrier generation at the geometries and scales required for (site specific) field application.
Environmental signicance

Working nuclear sites (and those undergoing decommissioning) provide a range of serious environmental challenges, including management of contaminated
groundwaters and liquid waste spillages. Following earlier work on nuclear site materials in the 2000s, there has recently been renewed research and industry
interest in the application of electrokinetic technologies for nuclear site management and decommissioning, particularly for wastes and groundwater
management via stabilization and grouting, or subsurface barrier generation. Here, we assess and generate in situ electrokinetically-grown iron barriers at scale,
using simulated and real material from an internationally-important nuclear site, for the rst time. By providing new insights into scalability we make these in
situ barrier technologies, which mimic natural iron mineralization processes, potentially attractive options for risk mitigation at nuclear sites.
1. Introduction

Electrokinetic remediation (EKR) is a potentially valuable addi-
tion to the engineer's toolbox of technologies for the treatment of
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contaminated soils and wastes, where organic and/or inorganic
contaminant species are force-migrated through a natural or
anthropogenically-modied material using an applied electric
eld. The technique works in a variety of low-permeability
substrates including inhomogeneous, low-permeability (e.g.
clayey) soils, can be applied ex or in situ,1 and has been used by
a range of groups for the treatment of metal,2 organic3 and
radioactively4 contaminated materials. Alongside other in situ
technologies (e.g. phyto- and bio-remediation, permeable reactive
barriers, etc.), EKR offers signicant advantages over ex situ
technologies (e.g. excavation, pump-and-treat), as (for in situ
technologies) the need to physically handle and transport mate-
rials is minimized. At sites with radioactive contamination, for
Environ. Sci.: Adv.
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example, this is vital where worker safety is a top priority.4

Further, where the physical removal of contaminated material is
not possible (e.g. for contaminated buried (geological) materials
or soil under a structure), EKR may still be applied. Although the
remediation timeframe may be longer than for ex situ methods,
the cost is anticipated to be lower, which is important for large,
site-scale, treatment.

In addition to conventional EKR, one promising avenue for
EKR technology is the combined forced migration of contami-
nants plus in situ precipitation ofmineral barriers.With increasing
barrier precipitation, permeability decreases, which allows for
manipulation of local-scale hydraulic conditions, and possible
containment of contaminated groundwater or leachates. Ferric
iron remediation and stabilisation (FIRS) is a technology devel-
oped and patented5 in 2007 that deliberately corrodes stainless or
mild steel electrodes (using direct current) to do this. Iron (as Fe2+)
leached from a sacricial anode(s) migrates between electrodes in
the pore space of contaminated substrates and is oxidized and
precipitates as it encounters the pH gradient developed during the
EKR process (Fig. 1). The soil mineralogy, grain size boundaries
and uid ow all inuence the growth of these mineral phases,
whereby clay promotes amorphous iron-rich ‘pans’,6 and sands
and silts encourage the coating of soil particles with sorptive,7 iron-
rich coatings.8 These iron phasesmay be generated remotely in the
subsurface in a number of congurations or geometries,
depending on electrode design and placement, forming a physical
barrier to groundwater ow or stabilizing and strengthening soils.9

Authigenic iron-rich phases are common in surface and sub-
surface materials, for example, forming Fe-rich “pans” in soils,
or Liesegang-like bands, which are alternating iron-rich, iron-poor
rings extending radially and concentrically from a central core;
these are important as they can inuence hydro(geo)logy at or
around a given site.10 Iron bands or barriers in soils, particularly
when grown deliberately, are therefore important as they inuence
ow paths and therefore contaminant transport.

A schematic for the growth of electrokinetically generated
iron-rich phases in soils is given in Fig. 1. Iron, from anode
corrosion, migrates towards the cathode before precipitating at
Fig. 1 The FIRS process, with precipitation of iron-rich phases. Cation (C
opposing charge, is shown. Water electrolysis half-cell values are vs. SHE
SHE)24 typically occurs by diffusion of dioxygen through interstitial pore
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the pH–Eh “front” generated by the electric potential (which can
range from ca. pH 2 in the acidic zone to >pH 10 in the alkaline
zone) in the treated soil, sediment or waste material. The form of
iron precipitated depends on the solution pH, soil type, dissolved
oxygen, etc., and the precipitated species/minerals can include
goethite (a-FeO(OH)), lepidocrocite (g-FeO(OH)), elemental iron
(Fe0), maghemite (g-Fe2O3), magnetite (Fe3O4, (Fe

2+Fe3+2)O4), and
limonite (FeO(OH)$nH2O; n is an integer). Other crystalline and
amorphous iron oxyhydroxides (rusts, green rusts,11 etc.) are also
possible.6,9 These phases are effective adsorbents of a range of
contaminants and their surfaces are redox active12 (potentials
ranging from −0.5 to +1.1 V vs. the standard hydrogen electrode,
SHE),13 making iron-rich barriers grown in situ a potentially
attractive technology for (a), containment and management of
contaminated groundwater or leachates, and (b), in situ sorption
or reductive precipitation of contaminants onto these iron-rich
phases.14–23 Following cessation of applied current the pH
gradient dissipates, leaving a solid Fe-rich barrier that can be
extracted, or le in place in the subsurface.

In 2005 Faulkner et al. demonstrated that impermeable
(<10−9 m s−1) iron-rich barriers could be grown at laboratory scale
in both vertical and horizontal arrangements.9 Additional work by
Cundy and Hopkinson (2005)6 expanded this to the treatment of
60Co-contaminated estuarine deposits near the Sellaeld facility,
Cumbria, UK. Low voltage (<0.2 V cm−1) iron-barrier growth (over
17 days) offered signicant enhancements in sediment shear
strength (which increased from <0.5 to 20 kN m−2) and
mechanical strength (nal unconned compressive strength of
10.8 N mm−2, equivalent to sandstone), with the removal of up to
50% of 60Co in contaminated sediments. EKR and FIRS have also
been demonstrated to be effective in the treatment of Cr6+

contaminated wastes, via electrokinetic iron injection.12

Moving from the laboratory to the eld and (nally) routine
site scale application however remains a key limitation to EKR
techniques, with more studies required at larger scale, to
determine the scalability, applicability, reliability and cost-
effectiveness of EKR for site remediation.25,26 Here, we report
the remote precipitation of iron-rich barriers, in (i) controlled
+) and anion (A−) movement with pH gradient, towards electrodes of
. The oxidation of ferrous to ferric iron (Fe2+ to Fe3+ E° = −0.771 V vs.
waters. System uses direct current application.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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geometries in metre-plus cells, and (ii) silica-rich subsurface
materials from the UK's Sellaeld nuclear facility, Cumbria. We
incorporate the results of previously unpublished industrial
research, conducted between 2003–2007, which have been
released for this paper, and supplement this with recent work
(2020–2022) carried out in the ongoing UK TRANSCEND
(TRANsformative SCience and Engineering and Nuclear
Decommissioning) project, which brings together 11 UK
Universities and 8 industry partners to carry out fundamental
and applied research to support innovative technology devel-
opments in nuclear decommissioning and waste management.
We conclude by assessing the potential wider application of
EKR barrier technologies in nuclear site management and
decommissioning, for example, in the immobilization of site
contaminants in the subsurface and/or used as hydraulic
containment techniques, at eld scale.
2. Materials and methods
2.1 Overview

The work described here was undertaken by a number of orga-
nizations, including the predecessor organizations of the
National Nuclear Laboratory (NNL), Nexia Solutions, British
Nuclear Fuels Ltd (BNFL), C-Tech Innovation Ltd (under contract
to Nexia Solutions) between 2003 and 2007 and, separately, the
University of Southampton (2020–2022), in two programmes of
research assessing the potential for combining EKR with in situ
barrier precipitation for nuclear site application, using simulated
and real subsurface materials from the UK's Sellaeld nuclear
site as a case study. We summarize this work below, dividing it
into two sections: bench-top (<0.5 m dimension) on real site
materials, and large-scale (>1 m dimension) experiments on
simulated site materials. Unless specied all materials were from
commercial suppliers and used without treatment.
Fig. 2 Bench-scale apparatus used for electrolyte conductivity and
iron barrier growth experiments, exemplified here with the cell con-
taining 500 ppm KCl.
2.2 Bench-scale experiments using real site materials

To assess the in situ growth of iron barriers in real site materials,
and the role of electrolyte composition and ionic strength on
barrier precipitation and growth rate, 1.25 kg of site sands were
added to separate clear polypropylene plastic cells (LWH = 19 ×

13× 9 cm). This material was collected from the Peel Place quarry
(Holmrook, Cumbria, UK, CA19 1YD) – located close to (and in
hydraulic and geological continuity with) the Sellaeld site, within
similar Quaternary supercial deposits to those found underlying
the Sellaeld site. The sands were dominantly quartz in compo-
sition, with orthoclase and plagioclase feldspar – Fe concentra-
tions were ca. 0.9%, dominantly in oxide phases (Fe data provided
by the University of Manchester, unpublished data).

Two steel electrodes (Meehanite type SF 60 ferritic steel; length
229 mm, diameter 15 mm) were added at either end of the cells
(separation = 17 cm), and voltage applied over time via crocodile
clips connected to the electrodes and a Farnell dual power supply
set to 10 V DC (0.53 V cm−1). Several experiments were carried out
using electrolytes of different composition and ionic strength,
either tap water (from the mains water supply at the University of
Southampton; ‘hard’water, ca. 115mgCaCO3 per L), or 20, 100 or
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
500 parts per million (ppm) potassium chloride (reagent grade,
Sigma-Aldrich) solutions inMilliQ grade deionized water. Control
cells containing only the electrodes with deionized water, tap
water or 500 ppm KCl and no voltage were also used.

We selected these concentrations to provide a range of
environmentally-relevant groundwater conditions,27 as well as
tap water, which is readily available with a specic conductivity
(405 mS cm−1) similar to groundwater at the Sellaeld site (350–
400 mS cm−1).28 Variable amounts of electrolyte (typically 50–150
mL) were added as needed to maintain saturation in all cells.
Temperature-corrected conductometry was performed using
a WTW 340i multimeter and A325 conductometry probe.
Current (amperometer) was measured from the digital display
on the power supply at 1 mA resolution. The typical set-up for
these experiments is shown below in Fig. 2.
2.3 Large-scale experiments, using simulated site materials

To study the growth of electrokinetically-generated iron-rich
barriers at larger scale (e.g. metre-plus), a 2 × 1 × 1 m (LWH;
2 m3) tank was lled with 3050 kg of silica sand. The cell was
saturated with 700 L of 1 mMNaNO3 electrolyte and le to stand
for 5 days to ensure complete settling. The sides of the container
were transparent Perspex®, to allow the water level and iron
barrier growth to be observed. Silica sand was selected as the
Environ. Sci.: Adv.



Fig. 3 Left, dimensions of the empty cell with blue-tinted translucent Perspex® windows visible on either side of the cell; right, cell in operation
with saturated sand. Cathode and anode electrode plates are highlighted, as are electrolyte sampling tubes. Electrolyte solution (1 Mm NaNO3)
was added as necessary to anolyte or catholyte sampling tube to counter evaporation during the experiment. Numbers 1–5 indicate pH sampling
sites at selected distances from the anode including, 10 cm, 30 cm, 45 cm, 80 cm, and 182 cm, respectively. A schematic complete with pH
measurements is given in Fig. 5.
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substrate to ensure adequate and homogenous porosity and
permeability throughout the cell. Electrolyte sampling tubes
(high-density polyethylene, HDPE, plastic perforated along
tube) were added to enable pore solution aliquots to be taken
for pH measurement. 1 mM NaNO3 electrolyte was added as
required, to ensure constant saturation was maintained. Fig. 3
shows the cell both empty and in operation. The experiment ran
for a total of 160 days.

Mild steel anodes and stainless steel cathodes were arranged
as parallel plates, using a 50 V potential difference (0.25 V cm−1).
Aliquots of electrolyte (1 L) were also taken from sampling tubes
and the cell aer the experiment concluded, to determine the pH
of the electrolyte solution from selected points.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 Iron barrier growth

Iron barrier formation was observed in both real and simulated
site materials, at both experimental scales (Sections 2.2–2.3).
Fig. 4 Left, view of the precipitated iron barrier through the Perspex
schematic of the iron barrier with approximate dimensions.

Environ. Sci.: Adv.
The time required to visually observe the rst appearance of the
iron barrier material reected both the experimental scale and
voltage applied, but also electrolyte strength: in the larger-scale
experiment (2 m long, 50 V) iron barrier precipitation was
observed aer 6 weeks (42 days), while the bench-scale experi-
ments showed iron barrier precipitation within 30 days (for
higher ionic strength electrolytes – N. B. the effect of electrolyte
strength on barrier growth rate and position is discussed
further in Section 3.2).

In the bench-scale cells, a sub-vertical iron-rich barrier was
generated in all experiments, towards the anode side of the cell
(3–30 mm from the anode – see Section 3.2). The iron barrier
grown in the large cell was ca. 160 cm across, extending hori-
zontally across four-hs of the cell from the anode (Fig. 4 and
5). Signicant amounts of material also formed at the bottom of
the cell. In such a well-mixed, homogeneous and porous system
this is probably the result of gravitational settling of iron
precipitates, which in more heterogeneous systems would tend
to accumulate at permeability/grain size boundaries, and/or
® plastic sides of the large scale experiment; right, superimposable

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Extent of iron barrier formation across cell and pHmeasurements in the large-scale cell on day 160, the end of the experiment. See Fig. 3
for the cell in operation.

Paper Environmental Science: Advances
enhanced electrode corrosion at depth (ref. Fig. 6). Data for pH,
collected between sampling points 2 and 3 at the end of the
experiment, conrm conditions are sufficiently alkaline (e.g.
$pH ca. 6) to precipitate dissolved iron (Fig. 5). This follows the
known redox chemistry of Fe2+, where, depending on the redox
potential, a pH of between 5 and 7 is normally sufficient to
cause precipitation.29 Galvanic corrosion of the plate electrodes
Fig. 6 Cathode (left) and anode (right) plates from a pilot scale experim
experiment, showing the difference in galvanic corrosion. The distinc
Dimensions: LWH 0.2 × 28 × 18 cm.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
from a pilot smaller-scale experiment (described in ESI†),
shown in Fig. 6, provides additional insights into the mecha-
nism of iron barrier growth.

The extent of corrosion is clearly visible, with two distinct
bands formed below the level of electrolyte saturation. Iron
(electro)chemistry in oxic, anoxic and hypoxic environments is
complex. Possible reactions for the initial electro-corrosion of
ent (described in ESI†), conducted to inform set-up of the large-scale
t bands of material are highlighted on the anode with yellow lines.

Environ. Sci.: Adv.



Table 1 Selected data for electro-corrosion reactions of iron. Standard Gibbs free energy (DGq) and entropic (DSq) values are from Bard et al.31

n.r. is not reported

1 Fe0(s) + H2O / Fe2+O + H2(g) DGq = −14.3 kJ mol−1 DSq = +94.2 J K−1 mol−1

2 Fe0(s) + 2H2O / Fe2+(OH)2 + H2(g) DGq = −15.7 kJ mol−1 DSq = +51.4 J K−1 mol−1

3 Fe0(s) + 3H2O / Fe3+(OH)3 + 1.5H2(g) DGq = +6.4 kJ mol−1 DSq = +63.5 J K−1 mol−1

4 2Fe0(s) + 3H2O / Fe3+2O3 + 3H2(g) DGq = −30.8 kJ mol−1 DSq = +215.0 J K−1 mol−1

5 3Fe2+(OH)2(s) / (Fe3+2, Fe
2+)O4 + 2H2O + H2(g) Schikorr reaction DGq = −19.7 kJ mol−1 DSq = +152.2 J K−1 mol−1

6 2Fe3+(OH)3(s) / Fe3+2O3 + 3H2O DGq = −43.6 kJ mol−1 DSq = +88.1 J K−1 mol−1

7 4Fe2+(aq) + O2(aq) + 4H+ / 4Fe3+ + 2H2O DGq = −177.4 kJ mol−1 n.r.

Fig. 7 A (top) and B (bottom) – Amperometry for cell with 500 ppm
KCl in sand (top, “A”) and large-scale experiment (bottom, “B”). Vertical
arrows indicate addition of electrolyte and corresponding current
increase. Avg. is average.
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Fe(s) from the electrodes and subsequent oxidation and selected
thermodynamic data are given in Table 1.30

The electrode potentials for both oxidation processes are
Fe0(s) / Fe2+, E° = +0.447 V vs. SHE, and Fe2+ / Fe3+, E° =

−0.771 V vs. SHE.32 Once leached ferrous (Reaction 1, Table 1)
and ferric (Reaction 2, Table 1) iron is electromigrated towards
the cathode, along the pH gradient, it eventually precipitates as,
for example, magnetite (Fe3O4) through anaerobic corrosion in
the Schikorr reaction (Reaction 5, Table 1). Electrochemically
deposited magnetite at the surfaces of steel anodes may form in
this way.33–35 Given the historical and industrially sensitive
nature of this work (performed under license in 2006) we do not
have access to X-ray analysis on the resulting solids. In our view,
however, the chemistry and therefore the likely phase miner-
alogy is not dissimilar from previous work by Cundy,6 and
Faulkner,9 where X-ray diffraction showed that goethite,
magnetite (and/or maghemite), lepidocrocite and other, amor-
phous iron (oxy)hydroxides were present, at modal abundances
of up to 20%. In the bench-scale experiments, magnetite,
haematite and maghemite were detected in the precipitated
barrier material, although presence (or otherwise) of other Fe-
rich phases could not be conclusively determined (based on
authors' unpublished X-ray diffraction data).

The bench-scale and large-scale experiments show similar
trends in current measurement over time (Fig. 7), whereby
increases in current following addition of electrolyte are
superimposed on a general decline in current over time,
observed in both experimental systems.

This general decline in current over time is consistent with
iron barrier formation, as growth of the (impermeable) deposits
retards hydraulic (and ion) ow in the cells. This is in line with
previous observations on a drop of initial current from 0.74 A to
0.14 A by Faulkner et al. in a 40 × 20 × 5 cm cell containing
siliciclastic sand on application of a 3 V electric eld over 19
days.9 Notably, in this earlier paper, deliberate rupturing of the
iron barrier led to an increase in current and subsequent
regrowth/resealing of the barrier, indicating that the precipi-
tated barrier can “self-heal” due to the re-established ow path
between opposite polarity electrodes created by the rupture.

3.2 Effect of electrolyte on iron barrier growth, and barrier
growth rate

Bench experiments undertaken with different electrolytes (but
with constant voltage) show a clear dependence of barrier
formation time on electrolyte strength. Fig. 8 shows the time
taken to rst observe the iron barrier, as well as the time taken
Environ. Sci.: Adv.
to reach a 10 mm barrier thickness, which we consider suffi-
cient thickness to reduce ground permeability and thus inhibit
water ow at scale. The gure shows the temperature-adjusted
electrical conductivity values for the 20, 100 and 500 ppm
solutions, and tap water. No barrier formation was observed in
the control experiments.

Higher electrolyte ionic strength leads to faster iron barrier
growth due to enhanced corrosion and more rapid electrolysis.
This is not surprising, as electrolytes of higher ionic strength
are well-known to increase the soil current of an EKR deploy-
ment (e.g., Li et al. and refs. therein).36 Zakowski et al. have
previously reported (2014) that higher salinities lead to
enhanced corrosion rates of steel electrodes,37 and the effect of
higher salinities on increased corrosion rates of mild and other
steels has been reported.38,39 Here, for both the rst appearance
of the iron barrier and the time taken to grow to 10 mm, this
effect is replicated, with the 500 ppm KCl electrolyte causing
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 8 Electrolyte electrical conductivity and time taken to first observe (in blue) the iron barrier material, and time taken to reach 10 mm
thickness (red). The number of days is represented next to each data point, with common data points for each solution and the corresponding
conductivity also highlighted. With 100 ppm KCl electrolyte, an average current of 1 mA was recorded, increasing to 2 mA for the tap water and 4
mA for the 500 ppm KCl electrolyte. No current (e.g. 0 mA) was recorded for the 20 ppm KCl electrolyte or controls (deionized water, tap water,
500 ppm KCl; no voltage), presumed to be below the detection threshold of our amperometer (1 mA resolution and detection threshold). For
ease of visualisation, conductivity (the known variable) is plotted here on the y-axis, and time, the unknown variable, on the x-axis.
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appearance of an iron barrier aer 11 days, vs. 48 days for the
20 ppm KCl electrolyte (Fig. 8). Electrolyte strength also shis
the distance from the anode at which the iron barrier is
precipitated; Fig. 9 shows the distance from the anode at which
iron barriers form with each electrolyte used.

To investigate the iron barrier growth rate further, we
examined barrier growth over time in the cell containing
500 ppm KCl electrolyte, Fig. 10. This was the cell with the
highest average current and so most convenient to study over
realistic experimental timescales.

For the cell with 500 ppm KCl electrolyte the nal thickness
of the iron barrier aer 45 days was 55mm at the thinnest point,
extending 85 mm from the anode (cf. half of the 17 cm inter-
electrode gap). Further, a thickness (21 mm) of iron barrier
precipitated aer only 24 days with this low voltage. As shown in
Fig. 9 Scaled schematic of the EKR test cells with lines showing distan
20 ppm KCl electrolyte, 2 = 100 ppm KCl electrolyte, 3 = tap water elec

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Fig. 10, in our test system an iron barrier grows at a little over
1 mm per day (1.12 mm day−1 with R2 correlation of 0.98). This
is the rst detailed examination of the growth rate of
electrokinetically-grown iron barriers that we are aware of, and
work is underway in our laboratories to expand both the scope
and scale of these tests.
3.3 Power requirements and cost for scalable in situ barriers

The power, electricity and cost required to grow an iron barrier
in each cell are given below in Table 2. This includes all small-
and larger-scale experiments performed (Sections 2.2–2.3).

Based on these experiments and calculations EKR and in situ
barrier formation could easily be scaled accordingly to much
larger cells or systems. With inexpensive electrode materials
ce from anode at which iron barrier material was first observed; 1 =

trolyte, 4 = 500 ppm KCl electrolyte.

Environ. Sci.: Adv.



Fig. 10 Barrier growth over time, showing a strong correlation (R2 = 0.98) between barrier thickness and time over which voltage is applied to
the system (1.25 kg sand, LWH = 19 × 13 × 9 cm cells, 500 ppm KCl electrolyte at 10 V, or 0.53 V cm−1).

Table 2 Calculated power requirements for EKR to generate the first appearance of an iron barrier, and a 10 mm thickness iron barrier, in
different cells. No iron barrier was observed for control experiments

Electrolyte/experiment Currenta/A Power/W

Barrier appearance/days Electricity consumed/kW h

First To 10 mm First appearance To 10 mm

Controls No corrosion observed

20 ppm KClc —b —b 48 64 —b —b

100 ppm KClc 0.001 0.01 29 38 0.007 0.009
Tap waterc 0.002 0.02 25 30 0.012 0.014
500 ppm KClc 0.004 0.04 11 13 0.011 0.013
Large scaled 0.332 16.6 42 —e 16.733 —e

a Notes: average current measured across duration of experiments, to nearest mA. b Current for 20 ppm KCl electrolyte cell was consistently
displayed as “0.000 A”, presumed below the detection limit of our amperemeter. c 10 V over time in 19 cm long cell, variable electrolyte. d 50 V,
200 cm long cell, 1 mM NaNO3 electrolyte. e Not reported or no data available. Power consumption was estimated from the voltage (given
above), multiplied by the average current for each experiment (e.g., P = VI; P is power, V is voltage and I is current).

Environmental Science: Advances Paper
and low power consumption, the setup and running costs of
EKR are low, as demonstrated by Agnew et al. using 2011 gures
where the treatment cost of Pu-contaminated soil was £1700
m−3 using EKR. This was in comparison to a cost of ca. £5000
m−3 for direct removal (excavation and disposal).40

Here, for the largest scale experiment (50 V, 200 cm length,
0.25 V cm−1, Section 2.3) the total power consumed to rst
observe the iron barrier material is 16.6 W (from 0.332 A average
current multiplied by 50 V) multiplied by 1008 hours (42 days).
This gives a total electricity consumption of 16.7 kW h. Taking
an average industrial electricity price in the UK of £0.11 per
kW h for 2019,41 this equates to just £1.84 (increasing to £4.17 if
rates consistent with the 2021–2022 energy crisis are used); for
the USA at average 2020 industrial prices of $0.07 per kWh, this
is $1.17.42 Even extending this out over the full duration of 160
days (3840 hours; 63.74 kW h), this still only equates to £7.01 or
$4.46. By our estimation, therefore, the cost of electricity to
successfully operate metre-plus scale cells for months is small,
not more than single-digit or perhaps tens of GBP (£) or USD ($).
The chief cost in our view is labor, and compared to
Environ. Sci.: Adv.
conventional techniques such as excavation, much less labor is
required to install and maintain EKR treatment cells. Conse-
quently, we believe EKR combined with in situ barrier precipi-
tation to be comparatively cost-competitive to existing
techniques, although further work is needed on power
consumption in scaled, in situ, systems.
4. Concluding remarks, further
research requirements, and wider
application

The data presented here clearly demonstrate that the deliberate
generation of iron-rich barriers, grown from anode dissolution
in real and simulated nuclear site materials, is feasible at up to
and including the metre scale. We have demonstrated that
barrier growth occurs over realistic timescales (days to months)
at low voltages (typically <1 V cm−1) and electrolyte strengths, in
realistic nuclear site media (simulated and real Sellaeld site
sands), through the deposition of environmentally ubiquitous
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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non-hazardous ions (iron). Operating costs are inexpensive (e.g.
tens of GBP/USD), and the system uses low-cost materials (mild
steel). The system effectively mimics natural iron mineraliza-
tion processes, where internal electric elds present in rock and
soil bodies can generate multiple bands of ironstone via
precipitation of Fe oxides and hydroxides.43 Further investiga-
tions on solutions containing environmentally-relevant
concentrations of dissolved solids (32 – 864 mS cm−1) conrm
that higher ionic strength electrolytes cause faster precipitation
of iron-rich barriers, as expected from previous literature. These
iron-rich materials and barriers are known to be sorptive,
impermeable and useful in stabilizing soil.6 We have demon-
strated that the use of high-energy systems is unnecessary for
the growth of iron-rich barriers in soil subsurfaces and that, in
fact, low energy systems are feasible. This is a key result, as ‘low
intensity’ (<1 mA cm−2) cells are at worst environmentally
benign (Gill et al. have previously assessed systems of this
strength as having “no overall effect [on the microbial
community].”)44 and at best may actually facilitate enhanced
land treatment (e.g. by increasing cellular metabolic rates).45

Although high-energy electrokinetic systems may increase
growth rate of iron-rich barriers they consume considerable
energy, and oen damage soil quality (for example, through
extreme pH gradients, unwanted electrolysis of water, soil
heating, microbial cellular deformation, or increased contami-
nant cytotoxicity).46–48 The pH gradients generated in our test
cells may inhibit soil bacterial activity close to the electrodes,
but will dissipate following cessation of applied current, and
where needed can be neutralized by polarity-switching at the
electrodes at treatment termination, simulating methods used
for pH regulation in existing electro-bioremediation
approaches.49

With this in mind we believe the work described (and
previously published data) highlights the potential for the
practical application of this technology for subsurface
contaminant management or stabilisation at nuclear and other
sites, via physical trapping, i.e. hydraulic containment via
groundwater ow manipulation at scale, or contaminant
adsorption on the in situ iron phases. For the former, in situ
trials under realistic vadose zone and groundwater ow condi-
tions are required to show full proof of concept, and for the
latter, while Fe-rich phases are known to be effective sorbents
for a range of common nuclear site contaminants (e.g. Tc, Pu,
and others6), further work is needed on the mineralogy of the
precipitated barrier, and mechanisms of sorption or incorpo-
ration of different radionuclides (and the reversibility of this),
under realistic site and groundwater conditions. A further issue
requiring attention is the management of pore water, and ow,
which may be required to prevent back ow of contaminated
uids. Similarly, the in situ stability and longevity of the iron
precipitates forming the barriers needs site-specic evaluation
to inform local Safety Cases, particularly where varying soil pH
and uid ow conditions are expected (i.e. where reducing or
acid ows may impact the barrier following its precipitation).
The two experimental studies described here, however, clearly
demonstrate that barrier generation is possible in realistic
subsurface materials at existing sites, including the shallow
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
sub-surface on the UK's Sellaeld site. We have previously
assessed the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of EKR with in
situ mineral precipitation at TRL 4–7,4 and the work described
here reinforces this towards the higher end of this estimate; e.g.,
towards an operational prototype in real systems. Feasibility of
extending the process to lower permeability clayey soils (for
example, contaminated forest soils in the Fukushima exclusion
zone) has also been shown.50

We also note recent advances in the use of sacricial anodes
for soil, groundwater and wastewater treatment,51 including
iron12,52–54 magnesium,55 and aluminium.56,57 A range of prob-
lematic contaminants are known to reductively precipitate in
the presence of reduced iron minerals and phases, or sorb to
iron-rich phases (and other metal oxides and oxyhydroxides,
including those of Al).54,58 This suggests further work on the
chemistry and sorptive characteristics of electrokinetic barriers
grown in authentic material should be a priority for further
study, not only for iron, but also other commonly-occurring
metals.
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